ORGANISED BY THE HOTEL:

FOR OUR GUESTS WITH HALF BOARD OR FULL BOARD

- **Drink package for aperitif**: between **Sfr.9.-** and **Sfr.16.-** per person

- **Swiss Evening** with Raclette or Cheese fondue **in the hotel** (3-course dinner): without supplement

- **Swiss Evening in Chalet Les Sources***
  **Sfr.390.-** for rental (heating included) with a supplement:
  - **With Cheese fondue**:
    - **Sfr.15.-** per person (Mountain salad, Fondue, Pineapple Carpaccio with Kirsch)
    - or
    - **Sfr.20.-** per person (Cold cuts, Fondue, Pineapple Carpaccio with Kirsch)
  - **With Raclette**:
    - **Sfr.20.-** per person (Mountain salad, Raclette, Pineapple Carpaccio with Kirsch)
    - or
    - **Sfr.25.-** per person (Cold cuts, Raclette, Pineapple Carpaccio with Kirsch)

*Chalet Les Sources: charming and typical Swiss Chalet, located on a beautiful natural place, just 3 minutes walk from our hotel (to visit on our homepage www.eurotel-victoria.ch)

- **Gala-dinner** (gastronomic menu in the hotel) with a supplement from **Sfr.20.-** on per person

- **Gala-buffet** with a supplement: **Sfr.35.-** per person

FURTHER PROPOSITIONS

- **Traditional Swiss Music** during the evening: between **Sfr.300.-** and **Sfr.550.-** depending on number of musicians

- **DJ**: Between **Sfr.700.-** and **Sfr.1'650.-** for the evening

- **Funny sledge run** of 7.2 km length!, which will make you shiver and shake, in the afternoon: **Sfr.29.-** per person including ride up by chair lift, sledge ride and hot wine at the arrival (length of time 1h30 and last departure at 4:00 pm; depending on snow conditions) - for min. 15 persons - on request for more than 70 persons

- **Lunch packets** at the rate of **Sfr.20.-** per person

- **Lunch vouchers from Sfr.20.-** on, per person (rate is up to you), valid for all restaurants of the village and on the ski slopes
ORGANISED BY OUR PARTNER «MOUNTAIN EVASION»:

- **Night sledge run** of 7.2 km length!, which will make you shiver and shake, by moonlight at 6:30 pm: **Sfr.35.-** per person including ride up by chair lift, sledge ride, head lamp and hot wine at the arrival (depending on snow conditions)

- **Guided snowshoe-walk** (length of time 2h) with hot wine at the end: **Sfr.30.-** per person, including snowshoes (from 10 persons on)

- **Night guided snowshoe-walk** – rate on request

- **Fun Games** – information on request

- **Initiation to curling** (length of time 1h30) with hot wine at the end: **Sfr.30.-** per person including entrance and rinks (for min. 6 and max. 40 persons)

All rates are subject to change without notice
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**Eurotel Victoria Les Diablerets**
Chemin du Vernex 3 - CP 112
CH-1865 Les Diablerets
Tel. +41.24.492.37.21
Fax. +41.24.492.23.71
lesdiablerets@eurotel-victoria.ch
www.eurotel-victoria.ch
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**ALPES VAUDOISES**
**VILLARS-GRYON**
**LES DIABLERETS**
**BEX**